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Standover man: Danny Karam in jail

Double life
gives Mor
insight into
Underbelly
Erin McWhirter
AS A man who leads a double life of
his own and who has kept company with some of Sydney’s most
colourful characters, it seems
fitting that Dan Mor has landed
his first major TV role in
Underbelly: The Golden Mile.
By day, Mor works as a
diamond dealer. By night, he
is an actor who knows John
Ibrahim, one of the lead
characters in the TV series.
He has spent four months
getting to grips with playing
Danny Karam, described
by producers as an ‘‘enforcer, standover man,
drug dealer, drug taker
and all round rabid dog’’.
And with more than a
passing resemblance to
Karam’s muscle-bound
physique, the rising
Israeli
performer’s
portrayal is so brutally
confronting that even
wrestlers in a room next
door to where he was
auditioning were running scared.
‘‘I am playing a legend in
his own way, for good or for
bad,’’ he said. ‘‘He is a very
aggressive, a very violent and
unpredictable character.’’
Since moving to Australia nine
years ago, Mor has got to know Ibrahim
but that played no part in securing him
the role.
‘‘I got it through hard work, really
hard work which is my life, I don’t sleep
much,’’ Mor said from the offices of his
company Rich & Mor Diamonds.
Go online and check out our
special Underbelly section
dailytelegraph.com.au

Intense role: Diamond trader and actor Dan Mor plays Danny Karam on Underbelly: The Golden Mile

Calories
star at
cinemas
Snacks high in sugar, fat
Sophie Elsworth
and Janelle Miles
TREATING kids to popcorn, ice
cream and soft drink at the movies is
the same as feeding them a loaf of
bread, experts said yesterday.
While stocking up on treats such
as chips, coke or choc tops is all part
of the cinema experience for most
families, they are loaded with unseen sugar, fat and salt.
Dietitians and nutritionists said
film buffs may not realise just how
many calories they consumed as
they settled back into their seat.
A large container of popcorn had
about 28g of fat and 2260 kilojoules.
Potato chips had 11g of fat and a
chocolate bar more than 1000kj. A
600ml cola had 63g of sugar.
Nutritionist Catherine Saxelby
said the supersized junk food items
available at the candy counter were
a recipe for disaster.
‘‘The size of these foods is huge,
you actually feel like you are getting
value for money. But it’s value our
waistlines don’t need,’’ she said.
‘‘If you eat the whole amount
that they give you, you are ending
up eating sometimes twice as much
as you want.’’
Brisbane-based dietitian Julie Gilbert of Solutions Food Management
said: ‘‘Children should be able to go
and see a movie and not associate
that with eating junk food.

‘‘It’s only two hours. It’s not like
your child is going to suffer from
hunger during that period of time.’’
Ms Gilbert said parents could give
their children a sandwich, a piece of
fruit and a healthy snack before
going to the movies.
Alternatively, she said a family
could share a small box of popcorn.
‘‘The small size is really designed
for a whole family, not an individual,’’ Ms Gilbert said.
‘‘We need to be downsizing, not
upsizing, our snack items.
‘‘I think cinemas need to be able
to offer small portion sizes that are
kid friendly.
‘‘They should also be offering a
range of alternatives that are healthier choices.’’
Ms Saxelby, who is based in
Sydney, said the consumption of
junk food during the movies equated
to ‘‘mindless eating’’.
‘‘Going to the movies is permission to overindulge,’’ she said.
‘‘Movie popcorn is a perfect
example of mindless eating, your
attention is focused on somewhere
else like the movie.
‘‘You don’t even pay any attention to that hand of yours that is
going backwards and forwards from
the box, so it’s the perfect formula
for mindless eating.’’
Some foods, including buttered
and salted popcorn, were loaded
with more than 28g of fat.

News not so good
HE MAY have been wishing that it was indeed a good
news week. After a tough week in the job, Prime Minister
Kevin Rudd copped a ribbing from television comics on
Saturday night as he taped an appearance for tonight’s
episode of Ten’s Good News Week.
In the segment, host Paul McDermott needled the PM
about his outburst at a flight attendant.

If lovely Lydia ever ﬁnds Mr. Right he’ll be one lucky fellow.
By making her home thermally efficient with ceiling
insulation she’s saved enough money to make some
rather magical additions to her snowglobe collection.
Visit energy.com.au to see what we can do for you.
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Ribbed: Rudd

